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CRA DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD
CRA DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD

Awarded, usually annually, for outstanding service to the computing research community.

- government affairs
- professional societies
- publications or conferences
- leadership that has a major impact on computing research

Awards Committee

- Lance Fortnow (Georgia Institute of Technology)
- Peter Lee (Microsoft Research)
- Margaret Martonosi (Princeton University)
Vint Cerf has served on a number of international committees and used his influence to guarantee a healthy development of the Internet. As ARPA program manager in the 70’s, he helped develop and promote the basic packet technology that enabled the Internet. In 1992, he co-founded the Internet Society helping to develop the best protocols and standards for the fast growing network. He has been a major promoter of IPV6. Vint has served on PITAC, chaired the visiting committee on advanced technology for NIST and now sits on the National Science Board. Vint currently serves as president of the ACM and sits on several advisory boards.
CRA A. NICO HABERMANN AWARD
CRA A. NICO HABERMANN AWARD

Awarded, usually annually, for outstanding contributions to aiding members of underrepresented groups within the computing research community.

- Honors the late A. Nico Habermann
  - Dean of SCS at CMU
  - NSF CISE AD
  - Deeply committed to increasing the participation of women and underrepresented minorities in computing research

Awards Committee

- Anne Condon (University of British Columbia)
- Jeanne Ferrante (UC San Diego)
- Bobby Schnabel (Indiana University)
NANCY AMATO

Nancy Amato has been a tireless and highly effective leader of programs that engage women and underrepresented minorities in computing research, particularly the CRA-W Distributed Research Experiences for Undergraduates program. Nancy has an impressive breadth of work not only at her home institution (Texas A&M), but also nationally with organizations including CRA-W, CDC, NCWIT and the Grace Hopper conference. Her nominators provided data showing her positive impact on the participation and success of women as well as members of underrepresented groups in computing research.
SERVICE TO CRA AWARD
SERVICE TO CRA AWARD

Award recognizing truly outstanding service to CRA and its members.

- Selected by the CRA Board Chair, J Strother Moore, with approval of the Board
Jean Smith is recognized for her 15 years of outstanding service at CRA. She was editor of *Computing Research News*, and assisted the organizing committee for CRA’s Biennial Conference at Snowbird. Jean also organized CRA Board meetings, elections, the preparation of CRA’s annual reports, and oversaw three annual CRA awards programs.